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Abstract (en)
Assembly (100, 200) for locks comprising: a case (101) comprising at least one bottom and a front provided with at least one hole, the plane of the
front being incident to the plane of the bottom; a bolt comprising at least one cylinder configured to traverse the hole of the front, moving from a first
position in which it is retracted inside the case to a second position in which it has exited the case, and vice versa; a slider (106) comprising a plate
parallel to the bottom of the case (101), said slider (106) being configured to translate from a first position to a second position and to co-operate
with the bolt in such a way that, when the at least one cylinder of the bolt is in its second position, the slider (106) is in its first position, and when
the at least one cylinder of the bolt is in its first position, the slider (106) is in its second position; a cylinder (102) for key provided with a first toothed
cam (102'), said first toothed cam (102') being rotatable by means of a key; a second toothed cam (105) configured to co-operate with said first
toothed cam (102') in such a way that when the first toothed cam (102') rotates in a first direction, the second toothed cam (105) rotates in a second
direction, opposite to the first direction; a cogged wheel (103) provided with a first pin (103') and with a second pin (103'), said cogged wheel (103)
being hinged to a fixed pin (110) integral with the bottom of the case and being configured to co-operate with the second toothed cam (105), in such
a way that, when the first toothed cam (102') rotates through a first angle (α) smaller than or equal to 200°, the cogged wheel (103) also rotates
through a second angle (β) in a first direction; a transmission lever (107) hinged to the fixed pin (110) and rotatable around the fixed pin (110), said
transmission lever (107) being configured to co-operate with the cogged wheel (103) and the slider (106), in such a way that, when the cogged
wheel (103) rotates through the second angle (β), the transmission lever (107) also rotates in the first direction and the slider (106) translates from its
first to its second position.
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